
بسم االله الرحمن الرحيم
المحاضره الثامنه لنحو والصرف

[أسئلة مراجعة مجهود شخصي - النحو والصرف - د/ محمد فتحي]

1) a branch of linguistics that studies how the words of a language can be combined to
make larger units, such as phrases, clauses, and sentences.
- syntax
- Morphology

2) primarily concerned with whether a sentence is "properly put together" rather than
whether it is meaningful, or silly or bizarre.
- syntax
- Morphology

3) Linguists often divide a sentence/clause into two main parts:
- the object and the predicate.
- the subject and the predicate.
- the subject and the object.

4) ..... characterized by words that share a structure and form a single expression.
- The predicate
- Sentences
- Clause

5) expresses an event in the clause and typically centers on a verb, but it includes as well
any phrases modifying the verb (e.g. an object or any phrase selected by the verb)
- The predicate
- Sentences
- Clause

6) A sentence(s) is a combination of a:
- The NP Subject
- The VP Predicate
- Noun Phrase (NP) and a Verb Phrase (VP).

7) SOV (i.e. subject + object + verb)
- e.g. Japanese
- e.g. English
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- e.g. Arabic

8) a simple sentence
- that contains just one predicate.
- that contains just one clause.
- that contains just one clause; therefore, has just one predicate.

9) that a sentence can contain more than one clause
- true
- false

10) have tense and/or person and number inflections. - That is, they are marked for
‘tense’ information and agreeing in ‘person’ and ‘number’ with the subject
- NON-FINITE verbs:
- FINITE verbs:

11) are NOT marked for tense, agreement or any other grammatical categories
associated with the FINITE verbs.
- NON-FINITE verbs:
- FINITE verbs:

12) He plays the guitar. the verb "play-s" is....
- FINITE
- NON-FINITE

13) NON-FINITE verbs include:
- infinitives, participles
- infinitives, gerunds
- infinitives, gerunds, participles

14) it tells us the tense of the sentence
- NON-FINITE
- FINITE

15) you have never understood it .
- NON-FINITE tense-participles
- FINITE /NON-FINITE tense – infinite
- FINITE /NON-FINITE tense-participles
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16) John watched the movie.
- NON-FINITE tense-participles
- FINITE tense
- FINITE /NON-FINITE tense – infinite

17) Some constructions contain one FINITE verb with a NON-FINITE verb.
- true
- false

18) She told him that they were studying at home.
- FINITE /NON-FINITE tense – infinite
- FINITE /NON-FINITE tense-ing
- FINITE tense
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